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Promotion of Professional Enhancement and Employability 

 

 

The emphasis to promote and amalgamate the traditional discipline with the 

career-oriented programmes has resulted into the continuing thrust on typical 

courses, which became the popular programme among the students. This is 

achieved through moderating and mixing curriculum design in tune with the 

global requirement blended with innovative teaching – learning methods. 

Inducting the students into various such programs and activities, guest lectures 

and workshops enables them to develop their core competency to work towards 

their career aspirations and opportunities and to achieve their desired academic 

and career goals. 

  

The university focus on reviving, promoting and establishing the rich cultural 

legacy of the region has started bearing the result as many students especially 

the girl students are opting these programmes and the Gross Enrolment Ratio 

has increased in last two years. 

 

The mission of the University to empower students and to provide them access 

to meet the challenges of collaborative and competitive globalized environment 

has received wide impetus during the last year. This is achieved through taking 

part in various co-curricular and extracurricular activities. The hosting of the 

two major cultural festivals, viz. East Zone Inter-University Youth Cultural 

Festival (PURVOTSAV) and Bihar State Inter-University Cultural Festival 

(TARANG) brought laurels in the kitty of the University. In the PURVOTSAV 

event, our University stood first in On-the-spot photography, second in Poster 

making, and third in Light Vocal Solo and Skit. Among the 29 events 

participated by the thirteen Universities of Bihar in the TARANG festival, our 

University became the overall champion. Such distinctive achievement by 

students of this University at state and national level is the glaring testimony to 

the above said fact. 

 

The adoption of two villages namely Awam and Choti Ladha highlights our 

efforts to promote the active participation of students and teachers to uplift and 

develop the proper environment of holistic and hygienic lifestyle. 


